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I.

Introduction

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member, and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the
opportunity to testify on “The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) at 22: What it
is, why it was enacted, and where are we now.” I am a professor at George Mason
University’s Antonin Scalia Law School, where I run a legal clinic that provides pro bono
services to individual artists and small businesses in the arts. My testimony today is
informed largely by the experiences of such clients, though it is my understanding that
concerns about the DMCA as interpreted by the courts and applied in practice are shared
by the entire copyright sector. Regardless, I testify today only about my own views.
I will confine my comments to concerns about how Title II, and in particular, Section 512
of the DMCA has been applied in practice, because the community of creators I represent
has not been particularly involved in the enforcement of Section 1201 of the DMCA,
which addresses the circumvention of copyright protection systems. Their works are
often distributed in formats which are not protected by Technological Protection
Measures (TPMs), and to the extent they use formats protected by TPMs, they have
benefitted from the efforts of corporate copyright holders to ensure the continued
viability of those formats. Likewise, most of the creators with whom I work have not
been hindered in achieving their creative vision by others’ use of TPMs.1
It is worth noting that Section 1201 appears to have engendered continued voluntary
cooperation between stakeholders across industry sectors, and litigation regarding the
limits of Section 1201, such as Lexmark2 and Chamberlain Group,3 has generally hewed
to the expected contours of 1201. Unfortunately, this has not been the experience with
Section 512. Section 1201 proceeds from the understanding that the use of TPMs allows
all stakeholders to build new businesses and is thus drafted as an obligation to respect
TPMs. In contrast, Section 512 imposes no direct obligations on any party, but rather
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urges cooperation between stakeholders and grants service providers a conditional safe
harbor. As a result, internet businesses are motivated to expand the intended application
of safe harbors of Section 512, while limiting any conditions that may be placed on them.
In this they have succeeded.
II.

The Bargain Congress Expected in Enacting Section 512 Was Not Achieved

Congress enacted the DMCA in 1998 in order to address new challenges and
opportunities presented by the Internet.4 Legislative history indicates that Congress
intended to “preserve strong incentives for service providers and copyright owners to
cooperate to detect and deal with copyright infringements that occur in the digital
networked environment.”5 Congress meant to establish an online environment where
service providers can start new innovative businesses, while ensuring that infringing
materials made available by users are rapidly removed or prevented from being made
available in the first place.6
These twin goals were to be achieved through the provisions in Title II of the Act, which
provide for certain safe harbors from liability for service providers if they:
•
•
•
•

Designate an agent for receiving notices of infringement;
Expeditiously remove infringing materials when notified by copyright owners,
including if those notices are comprised of representative lists of infringing
works;
Implement repeat infringer policies; and
Accommodate standard technical measures used to protect copyrighted works
from infringement.7

Because Congress intended to preserve strong incentives created by case law for service
providers to take an active role in preventing infringement on their networks, rather than
turning a blind eye to obvious infringements, it also included a so-called “red flag”
knowledge standard in Section 512.8
A. Red Flag Knowledge
Unfortunately, in the 22 years since the DMCA was passed, Section 512 has been
misinterpreted by the courts in a way that has eviscerated the red flag knowledge standard
and transformed Section 512 into a mere “notice and takedown” provision. Service
providers have obtained the benefits of the safe harbors merely by responding to notices
of infringement sent by copyright owners. Representative lists of infringements have
gone by the wayside. Authors bear the entire burden of monitoring for and reporting
infringements, and works are repeatedly reposted often moments after they are removed.
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Because Section 512’s protections for copyright owners have been largely gutted by the
courts and ignored by service providers, many see copyrighted works as assets free for
the taking to spawn new internet businesses. Indeed, the situation is so dire that some
internet entrepreneurs perversely refer to having a “DMCA license” (e.g. the right to use
copyrighted works without permission until notified otherwise).9 This was not Congress’
intent.
A significant reason for the problems with Section 512 as applied is that service providers
have no incentives to participate actively in ensuring their networks are free of infringing
works. Although the Senate Report notes “Section 512 does not require use of the notice
and takedown procedure,” instead, upon “obtain[ing] . . . knowledge or awareness” of
infringing activity, the service provider must “act expeditiously to remove the material”10
in order to maintain the protections of the safe harbors. Unfortunately, courts have
interpreted these provisions of the law, which ought to ensure active participation by
service providers in limiting infringements, so narrowly as to make them meaningless.
Although Congress did not obligate service providers to actively seek out infringements,
it did require them to act expeditiously to remove infringing materials once they have
knowledge or awareness of infringing activity on their networks.11 This knowledge or
awareness may arise in two ways: actual knowledge that the specific material or an
activity using the material on the system is infringing (actual knowledge),12 or
“awareness of facts or circumstances from which infringing activity is apparent (red flag
knowledge).”13 In other words, actual knowledge is meant to be specific, and red flag
knowledge requires merely a general awareness of infringement.14
The statutory requirement that Internet Service Providers (ISPs), search engines and
websites respond to “red flag knowledge” that sites are infringing by refusing to index
them, host them or by removing infringing materials has been all but nullified by the
courts in a series of decisions in the Second and Ninth Circuits.
i. Perfect 10, Inc. v. CCBill LLC
In Perfect 10, Inc. v. CCBill LLC, the Ninth Circuit held that when a website referred to
works it made available as illegal or stolen, red flag knowledge did not attach.15 This is
flatly contrary to what the Senate said when enacting the bill. In fact, the Senate report
used precisely such examples to explain when red flag knowledge applies. Speaking
about the obligations of search engines it said “sites that are obviously infringing because
9
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they . . . use words such as pirate, bootleg, or slang terms . . . to make their illegal
purpose obvious . . . from even a brief and casual viewing” raise the red flag.16 Applying
the Senate’s clear intent, one would have expected a different result in this case.
Likewise, one would expect sites like The Pirate Bay would cease appearing in search
results, however Google and other search engines continue to index and make available
the millions of infringing files available there -even though they clearly have the
technical knowhow to prevent these links from appearing in the results.
ii. Viacom v YouTube
In Viacom v YouTube the Second Circuit further eroded the meaning of red flag
knowledge by limiting the obligations of defendants under the red flag knowledge
standard to instances where they have knowledge of specific infringing activity. 17 This
collapses the distinction between actual and red flag knowledge.
iii. UMG v. Shelter Capital
In UMG v. Shelter Capital the Ninth Circuit adopted the reasoning in Viacom, and
required specificity for red flag knowledge. Adding insult to injury, the court opined that
requiring copyright owners to send takedown notices identifying specific instances of
infringement would foster cooperation between copyright owners and service providers.18
This opinion not only did away with the distinctions between actual and red flag
knowledge, but also ignored Congressional intent in separately defining notice and
takedown requirements and requirements for service providers to take action when they
develop actual or red flag knowledge on their own.
iv. Capitol Records v. Vimeo
Finally, in Capitol Records v. Vimeo, the Second Circuit held that the red flag knowledge
standard was not triggered when employees of a service provider viewed entire, full
length copies of currently popular copyrighted works on the service.19 According to the
Second Circuit this could be decided as a matter of law on summary judgment – it was
not for the jury to decide whether the viewed material was so obviously infringing as to
raise a red flag.20 Pointedly, this occurred in a case where discovery had revealed emails
from managers to employees winkingly encouraging infringement (“we can’t officially
tell you that using copyrighted music is OK, but …”). As one author put it:
Here’s where we are after Capitol Records v. Vimeo: A service provider can
encourage its users to infringe on a massive scale, and so long as the infringement
it encourages isn’t the specific infringement it gets sued for, it wins on the safe
harbor defense at summary judgment. This is so even if there’s copious evidence
16
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that its employees viewed and interacted with the specific infringing material at
issue. No jury will ever get to weigh all of the evidence and decide whether the
infringement is obvious. At the same time, any proactive steps taken by the
service provider will potentially open it up to liability for having actual
knowledge, so the incentive is to do as little as possible to proactively “detect and
deal” with piracy. This is not at all what Congress intended. It lets bad faith
service providers trample the rights of copyright owners with impunity.21
B. Notice and Takedown
There is little evidence of shared responsibility in detecting and dealing with
infringements with respect to other safe harbor conditions as well. The notice and
takedown process itself is challenging, to say the least.
Testifying before the House of Representatives Judiciary Committee in 2014, GRAMMY
winning composer/conductor/producer, Maria Schneider lamented
I come here as an independent musician in the prime of my career, grateful for a
steadily growing fan base and critical acclaim. But my livelihood is being
threatened by the illegal distribution of my work that I cannot reign in. . . . I’m
now struggling against endless Internet sites offering my music illegally. After I
released my most recent album Winter Morning Walks, I soon found it on
numerous file sharing websites. Please understand, I am an independent artist and
I put $200,000 of my own savings on the line and years of work for this release,
so you can imagine my devastation.
Taking my music down from these sites is a frustrating and depressing process.
The DMCA makes it my responsibility to police the entire Internet on a daily
basis. As fast as I take my music down, it reappears again on the same site – an
endless whac-a-mole game. 22
Policing the internet for infringement is also becoming increasingly difficult and risky.
During the fall semester of 2016, as part of my clinic’s study of the DMCA, students
assumed the responsibility of enforcing copyright claims for a variety of artists and small
businesses using the notice and takedown provisions of the DMCA.
Although the students had training in copyright law, and were coached on the DMCA
process by experts, they still found the effort confusing and frustrating. Search results
often returned a high number of possible infringements. Clicking through the results was
not only time consuming, but often led them to phishing and other malicious sites. Once
infringement was found, searching websites and ISP directories to identify the proper
DMCA agent to notify was often difficult or futile. Effective notice sending was thwarted
21
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by non-uniform forms that were challenging to find and complete accurately. After
having devoted numerous hours to these tasks the students often received no response.
On other occasions, students were asked to justify their requests and to provide
information or proof beyond what the statute requires before their notices were honored.
Language on some sites regarding when a notice may be sent was intimidating, and
would be even more so for an artist without legal training. Students were also constantly
dealing with IT problems as a result of visits to untrustworthy sites.
Sadly, all of these challenges persist despite multiple studies, hearings and roundtables
organized by the United States Copyright Office, United States Patent and Trademark
Office, and the National Telecommunications and Information Administration, to urge
collaboration between ISPs and copyright owners and reform of current practices.
There is a disconnect in how the creative community and the internet community view
the operation of the DMCA. Artists and their representatives have cautioned that without
shared responsibility the situation for creative expression on the internet will continue to
deteriorate. Meanwhile, internet entrepreneurs who profit from infringing works on their
services believe that the DMCA is serving its purpose. Instead of identifying means of
better cooperation to achieve all of the stated goals of the DMCA, internet companies
speak primarily of the unanticipated consequences of non-compliant notice sending. They
apparently do not recognize that the percentage of noncompliant notices is vanishingly
small when compared to the tsunami of notices copyright owners must send daily.
In 2014 several professors affiliated with “the Takedown Project” – a group of
researchers concerned about the effect of take down notices on freedom of speech –
sought evidence to demonstrate that internet users’ speech is harmed when take down
notices are sent improperly.23 The researchers manually reviewed 3,500 notices to find
evidence of mistakes or misdirection. Having found mistakes in approximately 1/3 of the
notices reviewed, the researchers suggest a variety of policy reforms to make the sending
of takedown notices less likely, and to impose stronger penalties on notice senders who
make mistakes or send improper notices.24 Although the task of reviewing the thousands
of notices selected by the project is certainly impressive, the results do not support the
group’s proposed reforms. Economist George York explains:
“Everyday Practice” is a herculean research effort but, as I detail herein, the
empirical analysis in “Everyday Practice” cannot justify its policy
recommendations. To begin, the data analyzed in Everyday Practice are nonrandomly selected and nonrepresentative of the world of notice and takedown.
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The authors of the study admit their empirics cannot be extrapolated to the entire
world of notice sending but they do exactly that, thereby committing the original
sin of empirical analysis. Perhaps more fatal than the data concerns, however, is
that while recognizing that the benefits of a policy change must exceed its costs,
the authors never quantify, even loosely, the costs or the benefits of their
proposals. In fact, while the study appears motivated by speech concerns,
Everyday Practice fails to quantify the incidence of takedowns impinging on
legally protected speech and offers no evidence that the alleged “questionable
notices” are of the sort that impact speech or cause any harm at all (other than to
rightsholders). Indeed, the authors describe most of the problems as “minor sins
of misidentification,” and they are unable to determine whether harmful requests
actually lead to takedowns. Google, for its part, indicates that it will “push back
on these requests when they fail to include the necessary information or we
suspect they are fraudulent.” A mistaken request that is not acted upon causes no
harm to expression. Without any demonstrated harm to online expression, there is
no basis for the policy reforms of the sort Everyday Practice sets forth.25
C. Repeat Infringer Policies
Recently corporate copyright owners have had some success litigating against ISPs who
fail to enforce their own publicly announced repeat infringer policies, but this can hardly
be considered a victory. The fact patterns in these cases are so beyond the pale that they
have inspired amusing headlines not just in trade journals, but in the daily press. Fourteen
Strikes And You’re Out. Or Not. Emails Reveal How Cox Lost The Safe Harbor quipped
the UK broadsheet The Register.26 And Digital Music News chose to quote one of the
Cox emails as its headline: Cox Executive Declares: F*** the DMCA!!!27
As the headlines suggest, in BMG v. Cox, Cox failed to enforce even its own, utterly
toothless repeat infringer policy. Cox customers were afforded thirteen “strikes” or
notices that they had uploaded infringing works before being terminated.28 However, as
soon as they were terminated customers could open a new account and reset the
infringement count to zero.29 Emails found during discovery revealed the disdain in
which Cox executives held copyright law.30 Not surprising, the customers Cox sought to
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retain by failing to enforce its own policies were some of its better paying customers who
desired high speed service in order to make infringement more convenient.31
I was disappointed that various parties weighed in with amicus briefs arguing that
takedown policies could not be applied if more than one user in a household used the
internet service. Apparently these parties believe high speed internet service is more of a
basic human necessity than housing or transportation, which can both be seized under
federal forfeiture laws regardless if jointly held. While I do not suggest that the
circumstances under which federal forfeiture is permitted are exactly comparable, surely
if the seizure of a jointly owned home or automobile is permissible, disabling internet
service must also be under appropriate circumstances. Clearly ISPs have no qualms
disabling service for nonpayment, for instance.
IP skeptics and groups like Electronic Frontier Foundation and Public Knowledge
likewise argued that the repeat infringer policies should apply only to parties who have
repeatedly been adjudicated in federal court as infringers.32 Setting aside for the moment
that individual artists and small businesses are not able to afford to bring a single federal
lawsuit, much less fourteen, these skeptics must be congratulated on their ability to keep
a poker face while suggesting that such an interpretation of the law could be in line with
the DMCA’s stated goal of providing a streamlined means of protecting copyrighted
works on the internet.
D. Similarities with Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act
The disappointments of Section 512 of the DMCA are not unique. Indeed, Section 512
was enacted on the heels of the Communications Decency Act, (CDA) passed two years
earlier. Section 230 of the CDA provides a limitation on liability for online platforms,
websites and internet service providers for materials provided by third parties. Court
decisions and common practice have evolved to allow such immunity regardless of how
vile, illegal, dangerous or threatening the third-party posting is. It is often pointed out that
Section 230 consists of only 26 words, but that those words are credited with “launching
the internet.”33 Section 230 stipulates:
“No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the
publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content
provider.”34
The CDA did not address liability for copyright infringement, thus setting the stage for
negotiations on protections for internet businesses in the context of the DMCA.
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Much like the experience with Section 512 of the DMCA, Section 230 of the CDA has
provided online services what amounts to complete immunity for materials posted by
users on their portals. In recent years it has become clear that the very broad
interpretation of Section 230 is allowing services to benefit from user posting of illicit
materials ranging from child pornography to revenge porn and human trafficking.
Notably, almost all of the user postings related to these activities consist of paid
advertising on platforms like Craig’s List and Backpage.
Authors and supporters of the original CDA have expressed genuine dismay that the
protections enacted in Section 230 intended to foster the flowering of dialogue, free
speech and online communities have instead become shields to allow internet sites to
profit from the sale of advertising for illegal activities. In a recent interview with Pro
Market, the University of Chicago Business School’s blog former FCC Chairman Reed
Hunt said,
We were naïve. We were naïve in a way that is even hard to recapture. We all
thought that for people to be able to publish what they want would so enhance
democracy and so inspire humanity, that it would lead to kind of flowering of
creativity and emergence of a kind of a collective discovery of truth.35
In an attempt to roll back some of the most damaging expansions of Section 230,
Congress passed legislation in 2018 to allow states and victims to fight online sex
trafficking.36 The Act was needed because
SEC. 2. SENSE OF CONGRESS.
It is the sense of Congress that—
(1) section 230 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 230; commonly
known as the “Communications Decency Act of 1996”) was never intended to
provide legal protection to websites that unlawfully promote and facilitate
prostitution and websites that facilitate traffickers in advertising the sale of
unlawful sex acts with sex trafficking victims;
(2) websites that promote and facilitate prostitution have been reckless in
allowing the sale of sex trafficking victims and have done nothing to prevent the
trafficking of children and victims of force, fraud, and coercion; and
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(3) clarification of such section is warranted to ensure that such section does not
provide such protection to such websites.37
Although the carve outs from Section 230 in the bills were extremely limited, and applied
only to websites that promote and facilitate prostitution by advertising the sale of
unlawful sex acts, it too spawned outcry from advocates for internet companies, who
mounted fundraising campaigns on the basis that they “not only fought the bill in
Congress, but when the President signed it into law, set our sights on challenging it in
courts.”38
I address Section 230 for two reasons. First, because it illustrates that the protections we
believed necessary for the growth and development of the internet more than 20 years
ago, have not withstood the test of time, and have instead brought unintended
consequences. Also, because the Section 230 experience demonstrates that targeted
changes to reset provisions which have served the development of the internet well are
possible without dire consequences. In the case of changes to Section 230, it is notable
that the offending services discontinued the advertising complained of without the need
for litigation by states and victims. This suggests that even conducting these hearings and
fleshing out the scope of any contemplated legislation to rebalance the operation of the
DMCA can have a salutary effect.
III.

Conclusion

On behalf of independent artists and small businesses, who do not have the wherewithal
to continue futile enforcement efforts under the current circumstances, I thank you for
your interest in holding hearings aimed at introducing legislation to remedy the problems
identified. The goal of any legislation should be to develop solutions in tune with not just
today’s, but the next generation’s internet. The DMCA was passed almost a generation
ago when the internet companies that benefit from its (and Section 230’s) safe harbors
either did not exist yet, or were in their infancy. Now they are major multi billion dollar
companies that wield outsize impact on virtually every aspect of our lives.
I do not advocate doing away with the protections safe harbors have afforded internet
companies, because along with the negative, they have also done much to spur positive
developments and creativity on the internet. Nevertheless, I believe that the last twentytwo years of applying the DMCA to everyday practice have demonstrated that the
marketplace and the courts have eroded the original intent of Congress. In considering
legislation, it will be important to focus on how best to restore those elements of the
DMCA intended to foster cooperation between stakeholders. One clear area of legislative
reform would be to restore/clarify the original meaning of red flag knowledge. Similarly,
elements of the DMCA which have received little or no attention -- such as the concept of
37
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sending notice of infringements by means of representative lists, rather than link by link,
and the requirement to accommodate standard technical measures, should be revisited
and incorporated more effectively into any new legislation. Much has also been said
about the concept of “notice and staydown”, and I certainly support that goal. Legislation
could provide incentives for internet businesses to incorporate technologies or policies to
bring us closer to that goal. Some progress has already been made on this in the
European Union Digital Single Market Directive, demonstrating not only that this is an
achievable goal, but that internet services operating in the EU will already be required to
meet such standards.39
There are also practical measures stakeholders could pursue independently of legislation
such as creating a uniform, automated means of providing notices, allowing all copyright
owners access to technology and tools such as the technology behind Content ID that
make monitoring and sending of notices more efficient, and enumerating technologies
which have become “standard” to screen works prior to upload, or to make identification
and removal or monetization of infringing posts easier.
I thank you for your attention to these important matters, and for the opportunity to share
my thoughts.
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